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Abstract
For high definition television (HDTV) multi-channel digital sound will be used.
The transmission format has to be such that it remains compatible to the existing D2MAC standard which is designed for two-channel reproduction. For
three-channel reproduction (Left, Right and Centre) it was investigated if it is
sufficient to only transmit the lower half bandwidth of the centre signal separately while the higher half is mixed to the left and right signals.
Listening tests were designed to investigate the perceptual characteristics of
this scheme. From the results it is concluded that this scheme provides sound
reproduction which is almost indistinguishable from full three-channel sound
reproduction.
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Figure 1: Placement of the loudspeakers
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Introduction

Within a few years, High Definition Tele Vision will be introduced
on the European market. Besides high definition picture, it features
multichannel digital sound. The transmission standard, HDMAC,
has to be compatible with the already existing D2MAC standard.
This standard allows for digital two-channel sound.
The actual number of sound channels for HDMAC ha.s not yet
been decided on. However, the five-channel option is mentioned
most often. In Fig. 1 the placement of the loudspeakers is shown.
Besides the conventional left (L) and right (R) loudspeakers, there
is an extra front loudspeaker in the centre ( C) and there are two
loudspeakers for surround sound (SL and SR)The surround loudspeakers provide the listener with reverberant
sound and sounds which add to the experience of ambience. The
centre loudspeaker adds to the stability of the localization of the
sound sources in front of the listener (l]. This is important because
the place of the phantom source shaped by the sound system ha.s to
2

match the visible image within certain limits. Because the picture
in D2MAC and HDMAC is broader than conventional TV pictures
and because the left and right loudspeakers are thought to be placed
further away than immediately next to the screen, it is expected that
two frontal loudspeakers are not sufficient for this match.
With respect to the centre signal it is now assumed that higher
frequencies do not need to be available as a separate signal. Consequently, they may be mixed to the left and right signals without
deteriorating the audio image. This scheme is called 2½-channel
sound reproduction.
At the receiver's end there are several options to present the high
frequencies available in the left and right channels. These options
are discussed later on. Listening tests were done to investigate the
different options.
The border between lower and higher frequencies has been set
to midway the full-bandwidth of the audio channels. In this way,
the part of the centre signal which, after filtering, remains to be
transmitted separately may be downsampled by two.
As the filters are not ideal, aliasing distortion is avoided by choosing the transition frequency somewhat lower than exactly midway
the full bandwidth.
The report is organized as follows. Several possible options to
reproduce 2½-channel sound, will be discussed in detail in chapter
two.
In advance of the listening tests, some methodological background
will be introduced in chapter three. As a part of this, the interpretation of the 212AFC and the 312AFC paradigm will be discussed.
In chapter four the outline for a listening test is given. This
test should measure differences in localization. Section 4.2 outlines
problems with filter transients.
In chapter five the results of the localization test will be discussed.
In chapter six, a triadic comparison will be discussed. In this
comparison the proposed method is compared with two-channel reproduction, three-channel reproduction and several other systems.
Chapter seven concludes the report by summarizing the main
findings.
3
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Statement of the problem

2.1

Conventions

The following symbols will be used for identifying the separate signals which will be treated in this chapter. They are related to the
set-up in Fig. 1.

= the frontal left signal.
R = the frontal right signal.
C = the frontal centre signal.

• L
•

•

= the left surround signal.
SR = the right surround signal.

• SL

•

The following conventions will be used in this chapter in relation to
these signals:
• X = information that is used as source material at the broadcasting end.

= information which is broadcast and received.
X" = information which is sent to a particular loudspeaker at

• X'
•

the receiver's end.
2.2

Matrixing

With respect to the HDTV sound system one of the requirements
is that the five-channel system is downward compatible with the
existing two-channel system, D2MAC. Therefore a downmix from
five to two channels has to be transmitted also in the HDMAC
standard. The next downmix can be used for this:

L' = L + ½J2C + ½-12S£
R' = R + ½J2C + ½v2SR
C'=C

(1)

s~ = sL
S~= SR
4

A two-channel receiver will only use L' and R' and send them
directly to the left (L") and right (R") loudspeakers:
L" = L' = L + ½J2C + ½J2S L
R" = R' = R + ½J2C + ½v2SR

}

2
()

A full five-channel receiver is still able to obtain all signals separately:
L"
R"
C"

= L' - ½/2C' - ½/2S~ = L
= R' - ½/2C' - ½v'2Sk = R

= C' = C
S£ = s~ = sL

,, -S'
SR
- R

(3)

= SR

The coefficients which are used here may be altered slightly depending on further developments. In an investigation performed by
the BBC it was found that the preferred coefficients depend on the
offered program material [2].
Because the present project is only concerned with the frontal
three loudspeakers, the surround channels will be left out of the
discussion from now on.
2.3

Halving the bandwidth of the centre signal

In this report, possibilities are studied to halve the bandwidth of
the centre signal. At the transmission end, this 2½-channel system
can be obtained by the following matrix:

L'
R'
C'

= L+ ½v'2CLF

= R + ½v'2CLF

}

(4)

= CLF

Here CLF is the centre signal, filtered by a lowpass filter with
a transition frequency of about 7.5kHz. This is necessary to allow
down sampling by two without introducing aliasing distortion.
At the receiver end this will give:
L"
R"
C"

= L' - ½/2C' = L
= R' - ½/2C' = R
= C' = CLF

}

(5)

5

This option is called NC (No high frequency Centre signal). Because
all the high frequencies of the centre signal are lost in this option,
timbre changes may be audible, especially when a dominant sound
source is programmed in the centre of the sound stage.
Therefore a more elaborate matrix may prove to be necessary:

= L + ½v'2C
= R + ½v'2C
C' = CLF
L'

}

(6)

R'

Now, the full centre signal is transmitted. This means that the high
frequencies of the centre signal, CHF, are now sent together with
the left and right signals.
2.4

Mixing options

When receiving the sound given by Eq. ( 6), several options are open
to reproduce it. They are listed here:
I): CTLR

L" = L' - ½v'2C' = L + ½v'2CHF }
R" = R' - ½v'2C' = R + ½v'2CHF
C" = C' = CLF

(7)

This option is called CTLR ( Centre high frequencies To Left and
Right). This option has the advantage of not influencing the acoustic
power spectrum of any of the offered signals (L, R or C). This option
does not need sophisticated signal processing at the receiver end.
II): NCOCS

L" = {f,L'nF + L~p - ½v'2C' = {f,(L + ½v'2C)nF + LLF
}
R" = {f,R'nF + R~p - ½v'2C' = {f,(R + ½v'2C)nF + RLF
(8)
C" = /½(L'nF + R'nF) + C' = {f,(C + ½v'2(L + R))nF + CLF
This option is called NCOCS (Normal Coding Optimal Channel
Separation): The advantage of this option is that there is a 3-dB
channel separation between all adjacent channels in the high frequencies. The high frequencies are distributed more evenly over
the three-channels. The amplification of the CnF signal is +1.2-dB
6

compared with the CLF signal, which means that there is a slight
timbre change.
When receiving the sound given by Eq. (4), the following sound
reproduction is obtained:
III): NC

= L' - ½J2C' = L
R" = R' - ½J2C' = R
L"

}

(9)

C" = C' = CLF

This option has already been mentioned in Eq. (5). The CHF
signal is not transmitted in any way.
It is expected that by the redistribution of the CHF signal as in
options I and II, localization is not influenced. The reason for this is
that, at least in stereo listening, the human ear gets its localization
cues mainly from frequencies between 200 Hz and 8 kHz [3]. Because, on the other hand, the human ear is sensitive to alterations
in timbre, it was expected that the CH F signal could not be left out
of the sound field.
2.5

Purpose of the project

Because there are differences in the physical sound field of full threechannel reproduction and 2½-channel reproduction, it can be expected that perceptual differences will also appear. Therefore the
perceptual differences between both types of reproduction had to be
examined. It had to be found out whether 2½-channel sound could
replace three-channel sound.
Because there are several options for 2½-channel sound, it had to
be investigated which of these options is closest to full three-channel
sound.
The main object of the project was to measure to what extent subjects can distinguish the 2½-channel sound from the threechannel sound. Localization was expected to be an important cue.
For this purpose, a listening test was designed. With the results
of this test it was decided which option was closest to three-channel
sound. This option was used in a triadic comparison. This triadic comparison was designed to investigate how this option relates
7

to two-channel sound, three-channel sound and to other processing
systems available at the Nat.Lab.
For the interpretation of the results of the first test, some methodological background will be introduced in the next chapter.

8
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Figure 2: Gaussian probability distribution in psychophysical space

3
3.1

Methodological background
Perceptual significance and the d'

In the psychophysical space, a decision axis can be defined along
which a particular sensation is set out. Along this axis, the probability to experience a certain sensation can be defined. This probability
distribution is modelled as a Gaussian (see Fig. 2)
(10)

where µx is the expected sensation experienced on the stimulus offered, O--z is the variance and x is the unidimensional decision
variable.
It is possible to put two different stimuli on one axis (see Fig.
3). When stimulus A is presented, the Gaussian with the expected
value µA will be active. It is clear that there is a probability to
experience B' (which is a point in Fig. 3) or even µB as a sensation
leading to the conclusion that stimulus B was heard, but this will
happen with a small probability. The listener will handle a simple
9
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Figure 3: Probability distributions of two stimuli

single criterion C in order to decide, on each trial, whether stimulus
A or B wa.s presented:
If x > C then the response will be B.
If x < C then the response will be A.
The sensitivity d' is defined a.s:
(11)

which is a measure of the perceptibility of the difference between
stimulus A and stimulus B. The sensitivity d' = 1 is commonly
defined as the discrimination threshold.
In the next two sections, it is shown how d's can be obtained in
tests where more than one stimulus is offered.

3.2

AB /BA test

In an AB /BA test (2I2AFC 1 paradigm), there are two stimuli on
each trial. This will lead to two different sensations, and a model
1 2-interva.1

2-alternative forced choice

10
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Figure 4: The two distributions for stimuli AB and BA

with two decision axes is needed. One axis (xi) is needed for the first
stimulus and the other axis (x 2 ) is needed for the second stimulus.
There will be a two-dimensional probability distribution which is
the product of the previous probability distributions (Eq. 10). The
probability to experience the sensation x (constituted by x 1 and x 2 )
a.s a reaction to stimuli AB is:

(12)
The probability PBA(x) is defined in a similar way:

(13)
Both figures are shown in Fig. 4. When the stimuli BA are offered,
PEA becomes active. It is possible to experience every particular
point x on the surface, but it is most likely to experience µBA· In
this figure, line l is defined a.s the decision criterion. An experience
of a sensation below this line is supposed to lead to the decision that
BA is experienced, otherwise it is decided that AB is experienced.
When this line l is closer to µBA than to µAB, it is said that there
is a bia.s towards the experience of AB. This bia.s is represented by
/3 and specifies the shift of the decision line in units of standard
11

Table 1:

AB
BA

"AB"
A1
A3

"BA"
A2
A4

deviations (er):

/3 = .!_( C _ µAB+ µBA)

(14)
2
The conditional probability to experience AB provided AB is presented as a stimulus is notated as P(" AB" I AB). This probability
can be calculated by integrating PAB(x) over the surface above line
l. In the same way P(" AB" I BA) can be calculated by integrating
PsA(x) over the same surface.
After some mathematical manipulations [4], it is found that:
er

P(" AB" I AB)

= <Ii( /3 + d')

(15)

P("AB" I BA)= <I>(/3- d')

(16)

v'2

and

v'2

where
<P(z)

=j

z

-oo

1
1 2
!'°n::e-2t dt
y 21r

(17)

When an AB/BA test is done, several numbers are measured.
The measurements can be written in a matrix as shown in Table
1. The number A 1 represents the number of answers "AB" as a
response to the presented stimulus AB. The number A 2 represents
the number of answers "BA" as a response to AB. Similarly, the
numbers A 3 and A4 can be defined.
From this table the percentages Q(" AB" I AB) and Q(" AB" I
BA) can be calculated:

Q(" AB" j AB)

=

Ai
A1 +A2

(18)
12

Figure 5: Decision a.xis with 3 points

and

Q(" AB" I BA)

=

(19)

Ag

A3 +A4

The percentages Q can be identified with the probabilities P (Eqs.
15 and 16). This means that Q is used as an estimate of P. By
applying a Gaussian transform to Eqs. (15) and (16), the arguments
/3~' and 13
can be found. From this, the values of f3 and d' can
be derived. In this way, the parameters for the original detection
model (see Fig. 3) are found.

:;g'

3.3

AAB / ABA test

The easiest way to measure the d' is to present a subject either stimulus A or stimulus B and ask the subject to identify the stimulus.
This requires that the subject has a distinct memory for the characteristics of both stimulus A and B. If the subject has no strong
memory for the character of the stimuli, it is not appropriate to use
this testing method. However, the subject can be able to distinguish
between the stimuli. Another method has to be used in this case.
An appropriate testing method is the duo-trio test [5, 6]. In this
test, the stimuli are either presented in the order AAB or ABA. The
subject is asked to indicate whether the second or the third stimulus
was the odd-ball. This is a 3I2AFC paradigm.
The presentation of one of the 2 alternatives (AAB or ABA) will
lead to three points on the decision axis (see Fig. 5). The points
x 1 , x 2 and X3 represent the three stimuli, respectively.
The probability distribution for these three points can be found
by multiplying the probability distributions for each separate point
(see Eq. 10). The set x 1 , x 2 and x 3 can be represented by a vector
13

i. Because all

<T's are obtained from the same measuring process,
all <T's can be assumed to be equal. Then it can be found that:

_

p AAB ( X)

=

-)
PABA ( x

=

1
u3

3

(21r)2

[-.!.( z1-1<A )2-.!.('"rl'A )2-.!.("3-1'B )2]
"
2
"
2
"

(20)

[-.!.(z1-l'A)2-.!.(zrl'B)2-.!.(z3-l'A)2]

(21)

e 2

1

3 e
3
(T (21r )2

2

"

2

"

2

"

When the subject decides whether the second or third stimulus
was the odd-ball, he will in fact decide which of x 2 or x 3 is closest
to x 1 . A decision criterion can now be stated:
lx1 - x2I

>

lx1 - x 31 will lead to 2 as the response

(22)

lx1 - x2I

<

lx1 - x3I will lead to 3 as the response

(23)

It is assumed that there is no bias. This criterion will lead to two
decision surfaces s 1 and s 2 in the space on which PAAB and PABA
are defined:

(24)
(25)
In Fig. 6, surfaces s 1 and s 2 are drawn together with the expected
values (three dimensional) of AAB and ABA.
The space is divided into four parts by the decision surfaces. The
subspaces shall from now on be identified by the expected value that
is within it. The subspaces will be labelled µAAB, µABA, µBBA and
µBAB·
The probability that the subject will decide that stimulus three
was the odd-ball when AAB was presented is given by:

P("3"IAAB)

=

P("AAB"IAAB)

r

+ P("BBA"IAAB)

PAAB(x)dV +

}µAAB

r

PAAs(x)dV (26)

}µBBA

It is not difficult to see that s 1

J_

s 2 (by taking the inner prod-

uct of the normal vectors to the surfaces). It is therefore possible
to transform the surfaces by an orthogonal transformation T with
Det(T) = 1, so that they can be written as:

(27)
14
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Figure 6: Decision surfaces

S2:

Y2

= 0,

(28)

where: y = Tx or x = r- 1 ,g.
When µ is used to identify the set of expected values for each
separate stimulus, Eq. (20) can be written as:

PAAB(x)

=

l

3

e[-&lii.i-zll2]

a 3 (21r) 2

(29)

Because T is orthonormal it can be written:

IIP,- xii= lli1 - r- 1 YII = IITµ - Y11

(30)

leading to:

PAAB(Y)

=

1
3

e[-&IITJ1-y1i2]

a 3 (21r)2

(31)

By defining µ' = T µ, the probability distribution PAAB is now shown
to have the same form in the transformed space except for a different
expected value ,i1'.
We need no knowledge of the components of T to write down
µ!. The components of this vector can be found by examining the
15

•
S2

----+-------0

Yi-axis

Figure 7: The decision surfaces after transformation

distance of this vector to the decision surfaces s 1 and s 2 . One can
read from Fig. 7 that the distance from s 1 to µ' is equal to µ~.
Knowing this, it can be written that:

, = d(-µAAB,S1 ) = lx2 -/2,
- xsl

(32)

µ1

with x2 = µA and xs =µBand with d( .. , .. ) representing the distance
operator. This means that:
I

µ1

=

lµA - µBl

(33)

v12

In a similar way it can be found that:
I

µ2

=

lµA - µBl

(34)

v'6

Now the first integral of Eq. (26) can be calculated:

l

fi AAB

PAABdV

1
[ 1 ( J.<1-111 )2]
dy1--e -I "
-oo
c, ./'iir

= J_ o

o dy2-l_e[-½("2~112)2Jj_oo dy3 l e[-½("3~113)2]
J_-oo
c,./'iir
-oo
c,./'iir
=1
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(35)

By applying the substitution: µ~ -

WiO'

= Yi, this can be written

as:

(36)

jµB - µAl

Z1

= 0'\1"2

z2

=

-

lµB - µAl

d'
y"2

(37)

d'

(38)

v'6

0'-/6

The integral that is obtained is an error function as already defined
in Eq. (17):

(39)
with this, the solution to the first integral of Eq. (26) can be written
as:

r

PAABrIV = ~( !!_ )~( !!_)
(4o)
v'2
v'6
The same calculation can be done for the other integral. This gives
the following expression:
P(" AAB" IAAB) =

h-AAB

P("BBA"IAAB)

= }p,BBA
~ PAABdV =
d'
d'
(1 - ~( v'2))(1 - ~( -/6))

(41)

Now, the final expression for Eq. (26) becomes:
P("3" IAAB)

=

P(" AAB" IAAB) + P(" BEA" IAAB) =
d'
d'
d'
d'
1 - ~( v'2) - ~( -/6) + 2~( v'2)~( -/6) (42)

In this interpretation of the 312AFC paradigm it is assumed that
the response of the subjects has no bias towards one of the two
17

alternatives AAB or ABA. This means that it is assumed that
P("3"IAAB) = P("2"IABA). If this is true, the probability to
give a correct answer is equal to these conditional probabilities:

PctYM"ect

= P("3"IAAB) = P("2"IABA)

(43)

When the AAB/ ABA test is done, a percentage correct Qcorrect
will be measured. This percentage correct, QctYM"ect, is used as an
estimate of Pcm-rect· In this way the d' can be calculated. This is
done by inverting the following equation:
d'
d'
d'
d'

Qcm-rect

3.4

=l

- <P( y'2) - <P( y'6) + 2<P( y'2 )<P( y'6)

(44)

Statistical significance

The measured d' is of a stochastic nature because the number of
trials in a test is always :finite. Even if subjects are responding at
chance level, it is possible that one of them will have a percentage
correct of 100% by pure coincidence. It may therefore be expected
that sometimes, a subject will have ad' > 1, even though the subject
was responding at chance level. The probability for this to happen
is uniquely defined by the number of trials and by the way in which
the d's are calculated from the measurement results.
If only the percentage correct Qm is considered, a probability distribution can be defined. This probability distribution is defined as
the probability to get Qm as a percentage correct, when the subject
has the probability Pr to answer correctly. This distribution is a
binominal distribution given by:

(45)
with k = nQm, where n is the number of responses.
The significance level Q c is defined as the largest Q c which satisfies:
Qc

L

P(Qm) ~ 0.95,

( 46)

Qm=O

provided Pr in Eq. (45) is the chance level of the experiment. For
the 2AFC paradigm's discussed in this report, Pr = ½- It can be
18

expected that 95% of the measured values of Qm will be below Qc
and only 5% above Qc.
It is useful to define a d~. Analogous to Q c, it can be stated that
d~ is such that, when responding at chance level, subjects will have
d' ~ d~ with 95% probability and d' > d~ with 5% probability.
When the AAB / ABA test without bias is considered, a d~ can
be calculated from Qc with Eq. ( 44), because d' is only dependent
on Q correct.
The calculation of d~ for an AB /BA test with bias is not as
straightforward as the calculation of d~ for an AAB / ABA test because the d' is now a function of two probabilities, P(" AB" I AB)
and P(" BA" I BA), which are related to the two basic parameters
of the model; the d' and the bias by Eqs. (15) and (16). An estimate of the d' is made by using two percentages correct ( Qm 1 is an
estimate of P("AB"IAB) and Qm 2 is an estimate of P("BA"IBA)):

d'

= d'(Qmp QmJ

(47)

Now d~ is defined as the largest d~ which satisfies:
( 48)

The probability distribution P( Qmp Qm2 ) is of course the product
of two binominal distributions:

P(Qm1, Qm 2 )

= ( ~~ ) P;

1

(l - Prti-ki_

( ~; ) p;2(1 _ Prr2-k2

(49)

with:

(50)
The d~ can be used as an indicator for the statistical significance
of the obtained measurement data. If a group of subjects is tested,
there will probably be subjects with d' > d~. When a group is responding at chance level, it can be expected that 5% of the subjects
will have d' > d~.

19

Localization test design

4
4.1

General set-up

In section 2.4 several 2½-channel options were proposed. Ideally,
such an option should be indistinguishable from the original threechannel sound, but even if it is nearly indistinguishable, such an
option would still be worthwhile considering.
A measure for the ability of a subject to distinguish between
different stimuli is the sensitivity d' which was introduced in chapter
3. The d' can be measured with an AAB / ABA test as described in
section 3.3. Subjects have to identify the set of three stimuli to be
either AAB or ABA. In the AAB / ABA test that was done for this
project, the stimuli A and B were represented by two-channel sound
or 2½-channel sound and by a three-channel sound.
Because the subjects were asked to distinguish between the presented stimuli, any cue is important. The most important characteristic of the sounds which had to be tested, was the localization.
Another cue which is expected to be important, is the timbre cue.
In several of the options there are timbre changes.
It was decided that a pulse would be a good source signal. It
is broadband and easy to localize [7]. Music would not be a good
source signal because this would make the test difficult to be repeated. Also, the duration of the test would be too long. In comparison with the very short time needed for reproducing a pulse, a
music sample would at least take five seconds.
In section 2.4, several mixing options were introduced. They were
used in the listening test in the following comparisons:
1. Two channels versus three channels

2. NC versus three channels
3. CTLR versus three channels
4. NCOCS versus three channels
The comparisons number three and four, CTLR and NCOCS, are
the systems which seem to offer the best chances of not being distinguishable from the original three-channel sound. The first compari20

son is also of interest because it gives a reference of how well a subject can distinguish two-channel sound from three-channel sound.
If subjects cannot distinguish between them, it would mean that
either the test was not good or that it was no use to introduce the
centre channel at all. Comparison two has to confirm the idea that
the CnF information is necessary.
After the first pilot tests it was clear that, besides the localization
cues, there was a much stronger timbre cue with which it was easy to
distinguish between the original three-channel sound and any of the
processed sounds. This timbre cue was caused by the steep filtering
that was used to separate the signals in a high-frequency part and a
low-frequency part [8]. More details about this effect are described
in section 4.2. In music, this effect is inaudible in almost all cases,
but in pulses it can be heard easily. The aim of the test was to
find differences in localization. Therefore, to prevent the subjects
from distinguishing through the timbre cue, a small noise band was
added to the pulse so that it masked the timbre cue. The band was
0.5 kHz wide and at the upper side of the LF part, therefore the
noise band was the same in stimulus A and B. The energy of the
noise equals the energy of the pulse:

(51)
Because it is likely that the placement of the source signal in
the sound image will influence the perceptibility of the difference
between the original and the processed sound, measurements had to
be made with sound placed at different angles in the sound image.
Three different angles were used, +25°, +15° and +5° and also their
symmetric counterparts -25°, -15° and -5°. From now on, these
placements will be recalled as placement categories 1, 2 and 3 which
are sounds placed at the angles ±25°, ±15° and ±5°, respectively.
It was important that each stimulus configuration was repeated
several times to obtain statistically reliable data. It was decided that
every stimulus had to be repeated 20 times. This is a compromise
between accuracy and time available for the testing. It means that a
particular comparison at a particular angle will be repeated 20 times,
10 times for the positive angle and 10 times for the negative angle.
Because there are 4 comparison types and 3 placement categories,
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Figure 8: Set-up for the listening test

there will be 240 trials.
Furthermore, it is likely that the listening position of the subject
influences the perceptibility of the differences between the pres~nted
stimuli. Therefore three listening positions were chosen, the central
position, and the two adjacent positions. Fig. 8 shows the set-up of
the listening room. The loudspeakers are placed on a circle with a
radius of 3 metre with the optimal listening position in the centre
of the circle. The seats are placed at a distance of 85 cm from each
other.
The protocol that was used is the following:
• Let the subjects take place and give them the paper with the
instructions (see appendix), explain details if necessary.
• Do training with 15 trials as often as necessary to let the subjects get acquainted with the experiment.
• Do a run of 120 trials.
• Short pause and ask for comments.

• Do another run of 120 trials (same listening positions).
• Show the results (percentages correct) to the subjects.
The same protocol is repeated later on with the same subjects at
another listening position.
The answers of the subjects were recorded with response boxes
and sent to a computer. After each trial, consisting of 3 pulses with
0.3-second intervals in between, the subjects had 2 seconds to reply.
Feedback was given directly after the response, so the subjects could
see the correct answer. When a subject did not reply, the feedback
was still given after the 2 seconds response time. The feedback time
was at least 1 second.
All but one of the persons that were invited to do the listening
test were working on topics related to sound and a majority had
some practice in doing listening tests. It can be expected that this
group was more critical than an average group would have been.

4.2

Filter transients

While preparing the listening test to examine localization effects, it
became clear that the filter used for obtaining the processed sound
introduced an audible spectral edge [8]. This effect is caused by the
ringing of the filter in the time domain. The audibility of this effect
appears to be related to the order of the filter that is used.
To avoid aliasing distortion, it is necessary to have a low pass
filter with a transition frequency which is smaller than ¼ of the
sampling frequency. The question which filter steepness to use is a
tradeoff between filter transient characteristics and frequency content.
This is why an indication had to be found for the maximum order
of the filter that is still acceptable, considering the filter transient.
An AB /BA listening test was designed to investigate this problem. In the set-up, three loudspeakers are used which are placed in
the same way as in the earlier listening test (See Fig. 8). There is a
left, right and a centre loudspeaker.
The stimuli that were used were generated by separating a pulse
into a low-frequency and a high-frequency part. The low-frequency
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part is sent to the centre loudspeaker and the high-frequency part
is divided over the left and right loudspeaker.
For stimulus A, a first-order filter was used. For stimulus B, a
variable higher order filter was used to split the pulse into a LF and
a HF part. The transfer functions for this filter were:
1

HLF(w)
H

HF

(52)

= l + (~)k

(w) - l

l

(53)

+ (~)k

with k the order of the filter and w 0 the transition frequency which
was taken 7.5kHz during this test. No up or downsampling was
applied in this test.
When the listening test was first done it was found that there was
a small difference in the timbre of both stimuli. A random sound
level shift was applied to all the stimuli in order to prevent the subjects to be able to distinguish through this timbre cue. The timbre
difference is probably caused by the processing. In the transition
band, the left and right signals are added to the centre signal without the proper phase information (reflections and propagation times
in the listening room), whereas the filter reconstructs the pulse perfectly only when the LF part and the HF part are added without
any phase differences.
The protocol that was used in the testing was as follows:
• Let the subject sit down in the left seat and explain the test to
the subject.
• Let the subject hear the stimuli A and B in order to learn to
distinguish the two.
• When the subject is confident about the difference between
stimuli A and B a pilot test is done.
• The result of this pilot test is shown to the subject and, if
necessary, the pilot test is repeated again
• The first run of 15 samples is done in the left seat.
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Table 2:

Subject nr.
1
2
3
4

5
1
2
3
4

5

Sitting position
centre
centre
centre
centre
centre
left
left
left
left
left

Critical filter order

> 200
<5
30 - 200
> 200
30 - 200

<5
<5
10- 30
10 -15
10 -15

• The result of this run is evaluated and it is decided whether a
more difficult comparison is appropriate or not.
• Repeat this procedure with a higher filter order ( k) until the
level is found at which the subject cannot distinguish between
the stimuli.
• Repeat the same procedure at the centre seat.
The results are summarized in Table 2. The critical filter order is
the filter order at which the subjects are responding with a d' = l.
The results show that the centre sitting position has, on average,
a higher critical filter order than the left sitting position. When
pilot tests were done, it became clear that in the centre seat the
audibility of the filter transient was sensitive to movement of the
head. A change in position of 15 cm was very significant. This
could account for the lack of uniformity in the results for this sitting
position.
In the left sitting position, the results show that there is a very
low critical filter order. The critical filter order has to be less than
10 according to these results.
In general, this test shows a very high sensitivity for the ringing
of the filter. Such a sensitivity was observed for the separate HF
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Figure 10: Experimental set-up

The collection of stimuli is used to compile one data file containing
the complete sequence of trials for the experiment. This data file
can be sent to three DAC's (sampling frequency 32 kHz), the output
of which was recorded on a four-channel tape recorder together with
an extra track containing time codes.
Because of the large amount of responses that are produced by
each subject, the recording of the answers had to be automated.
Hardware was already available for this purpose. It was developed
at IPO (Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek) in Eindhoven and a
package of routines and programmes for the PC was also available
(developed by J. Jonker and W. Wagenaars), so few adjustments
were needed to get it all working.
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 10. Because the input
of the answers had to be synchronous with the presentation of the
tape-recorded stimuli of the listening test, a link was made between
tape recorder and the PC. The PC read the time codes on the tape.
The tape recorder was remote controlled by a Q-lock device.
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The PC was also connected to an answering recorder to make it
possible to communicate with the response boxes. There are several
buttons on the response boxes that can be pressed, there are LED's
to provide feedback and there is a display to show the trial number.
Three Philips Motional FeedBack loudspeakers were used to produce the sound. The listening room is a heavily damped room with
a reverberation time of 0.3 to 0.4 seconds.
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5

Results and discussion of the localization test

As already mentioned the following comparisons were made in the
listening test:
1. Two channels versus three channels

2. No HF in the centre channel (NC) versus three channels
3. Centre-channel HF to left and right (CTLR) versus three channels
4. Optimum channel separation (NCOCS) versus three channels
Stimuli were placed at angles ±25°, ±15° and ±5° corresponding
to categories 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
The four comparisons were tested twice after each other (thus the
order was 1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4). Each comparison consisted of 30 trials,
10 for each placement category. The categories were presented in
random order.
For each stimulus configuration, 20 responses where available of
which 10 were responses to the presentation of AAB and 10 to the
presentation of ABA. With Eqs. (44) and (43) a sensitivity d' can
be calculated.
In Table 3, at the end of this chapter, the results of all subjects
are shown. A dot is used for the d' which was measured, the columns
are used to indicate the statistical significance level d~ (see section
3.4). When the population of subjects is responding at chance level
only 5% of the d's is expected to be above this level. In Table 4 the
averages of the d's over all subjects are shown. In this table also the
variance is shown.
In the case of two channels versus three channels (comparison 1),
it is obvious that a significant part of the subjects can distinguish
between the stimuli. In placement category 1 (which is at ±25°)
it was most difficult for the subjects to distinguish between the
stimuli, especially for those subjects who were sitting in the middle.
In placement category 3 (±5°) a d' larger than unity is measured
in most cases, even at the central listing position. Therefore it may
be concluded that a person distinguishes between two-channel and
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three-channel reproduction, at least for the used mixdown method.
A centre loudspeaker influences the perceived sound.
Comparison 2 (No centre HF versus three channels) shows a similar picture. In placement category 1 there seems to be a smaller
difference than in comparison 1. However, at placement category 3
there is definitely a larger difference. This latter category appears
to be more critical in both comparison 1 and comparison 2. This
can be explained, because the centre channel is dominant in this
category and it is this centre channel which is subject to changes
and not the left or right channel.
For comparison 3 ( Centre HF to left and right), only seven measurements of the d' are above the statistical significance level. Subject 1 seems to be able to distinguish CTLR from 3 channel sound
provided the listening position is central. If the remainder of the
subjects is considered only 6% of the measured d's is above the statistical significance level. These results seem to imply that one of
the subjects was able to distinguish the stimuli. The rest of the subjects had 6% of their measurements above significance level, which
is what can be expected considering the stochastic character of the
measured d'. For this group it cannot be concluded that they can
distinguish the stimuli. Looking at the averages of the d's in Table
4 one sees that all d' < l.
For comparison 4 (Normal coding optimal channel separation),
it appears to be a slight bit easier to distinguish between the stimuli compared to comparison 3. Even when omitting subject 1 it
still appears that 11 % of the measurements is above the statistical
significance level. This is more than one can expect from subjects
responding at chance level.
Furthermore, when looking at the averages of the d's, comparison
4 shows d' > 1 in several cases which implies that on average subjects
were able to distinguish the stimuli to a perceptually significant
degree. The d' is highest in category 1 and 2. The reason for this is
not clear. A reason could be that a sound programmed in the left
loudspeaker is redistributed over the left and centre loudspeaker for
the HF part. A sound, on the other hand, which is programmed
in the centre loudspeaker is redistributed evenly over the left and
right loudspeaker. There is no balance shift in the latter case. This
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unbalanced redistribution of high frequencies could be the cause of
this effect, but this conclusion needs further investigation.
It is clear that subjects had the most difficulty in distinguishing between three-channel sound and CTLR sound (comparison 3).
From the present results (obtained by using pulses as a source signal) it is concluded that the majority of people cannot distinguish
between these two sounds to a perceptually significant degree. From
comparison 2 it can be concluded that the centre high frequencies
cannot be left out of the total sound. Furthermore, the experiments
revealed that 3 channels and its stereo down mix are easily distinguishable. Therefore it is concluded that CTLR sound is much
closer to three-channel sound than two-channel sound.
During an informal comparison of CTLR with NCOCS, it was
found that these two options could easily be distinguished. The
difference between these two options seems to be much greater than
the difference of these two options compared with full three-channel
sound. When the measurements of Theile are used [1], it can be
shown that in CTLR the high frequencies are shifted towards the
edges whereas in NCOCS the high frequencies are shifted towards
the centre of the sound stage. This opposite movement of the high
frequencies can explain the audible difference between CTLR and
NCOCS.
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Comparison 2
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NC vs. 3 channels
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Comparison 3
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Table 4

Average over all subjects sitting in a central position
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number 2: ±15°
number 3: ±5°
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6
6.1

Triadic comparison
Introduction

The CTLR option appears to be the best 2½-channel option. It
is interesting to investigate how this option relates to two-channel
sound, three-channel sound and to other processing systems which
were available at the Nat.Lab. A triadic comparison is used for this
purpose.
The triadic comparison is used to map several objects in an Ndimensional perceptual space [10]. This is done by rating the perceptual distance relations of three objects.
With the three objects, three different combinations of two objects (pairs) can be made. The subject has to indicate which two
objects are most alike and which are least alike.
The responses of the subject are translated into a matrix. For
each trial there are three pairs of stimuli. The matrix element Aij is
increased with two when the subject indicates that the corresponding stimuli i and j are the most similar and no increase is applied for
the pair that is indicated as the least similar. The matrix element
corresponding to the remaining pair is increased with one. When
all possible pairs are presented in a balanced way, the matrix can
be used as a distance table. With this table, a multi-dimensional
scaling programme is able to map the objects.
When the number of objects is N+ 1 there are enough dimensions
for the construction of a perfect map. If the number of dimensions
is smaller than N, there will be stress. This means that in general
no perfect map can be constructed. Distances have to be stretched
and compressed to a certain extend.
A limited amount of stress is allowed because the mapping cannot
be expected to be 100% correct. The number of dimensions are
reduced as much as possible without increasing the stress too much.
This method can be used in investigating perceptual features of
sound processing. In the present case different processings of two
sound samples were used. One sound sample was a two-channel mix
and the other was a three-channel mix both from the BBC. From
these two samples three others were derived. All samples or stimuli
are summarized below:
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1. Stereo mix (original material).

2. Correlated subband signals in the left and right channels are
sent to the centre channel.
3. The left and right channels are added and sent to the centre
channel with appropriate attenuation.
4. CTLR sound derived from the three-channel mix.
5. Three-channel mix ( original material).
The sound was accompanied by television pictures to enable the
subjects to relate the sound to the visible images. The experiment
was repeated three times with different program material, they are
called:
• Hammering Peg. A Peg is hammered into the ground, additional background sounds are heard like a truck and birds.
• Tipsy Gipsy. Opera scene, singer and orchestra on stage.
• House of Elliot. Drama scene in a restaurant with dialogue.

Each excerpt had a duration of 15 seconds and was repeated as many
times as necessary for the subject to make a decision. The subjects
were allowed to switch as much as they wanted between the three
stimuli that were presented.
Further, there were two different listening positions, a central
and a non-central position. Different results can be expected in
both sitting positions. The number of subjects which participated
in this test was 16.

6.2

Results and discussion

The results of the listening test are shown at the end of this section,
in Table 5. For the number of dimensions N = 2, the stress is not
much greater than for N = 3. This was the case for all maps shown
in Table 5. All the maps for subjects sitting in the left seat, also
had low stress for N = l (±0.005). This was not the case with the
other maps, these had a high stress (±0.2) for N = 1. Therefore all
maps are calculated for N = 2.
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If the separate results of the three excerpts are considered it
appears that in the left position, stimuli 4 and 5 are close to each
other, that is, closer to each other than any of the other stimuli. In
the centre position this tendency is less clear.
All answers were evaluated together and calculated in two new
maps for the left and centre position (see Table 6). In the left
position, stimulus 4 and 5 are again very close to each other but in
the centre position, stimuli 4 is in between stimulus 1 and 5.
It can be concluded from this test that CTLR (stimulus 4) resembles the three-channel sound (stimulus 5) quite well in practical
circumstances. Especially in a non-central position CTLR is much
closer to three-channel sound than to two-channel sound. Further,
it shows that CTLR approaches three-channel sound closer than any
of the other processing methods.
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Conclusions

From the AAB/ ABA test, with pulses, it is concluded that the 2½channel option, CTLR, is the most difficult to distinguish from the
three-channel original. Only one subject seemed to be able to hear
the difference. The NCOCS option seems to be almost as good
as CTLR. This option needs two extra filters at the receiver end,
therefore CTLR is preferred above NCOCS.
During the preparation of this test the applied filter was found to
introduce an audible spectral edge. It was investigated whether it is
possible to find a filter with a sufficiently small transition band and
no audible filter ringing. For a pulse, it appears to be impossible
to meet both requirements. Further investigation with music and
natural sounds is recommended.
In the triadic comparison, in which CTLR was compared with
two-channel sound, three-channel sound and two other systems, it
appeared that CTLR was closest to three-channel sound in the majority of the cases. This is certainly the case with subjects sitting
in a non-central position.
In general it may be concluded from the listening tests that CTLR
is a good alternative for full three-channel reproduction.
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Appendix

Instructions for the first listening test:
U krijgt tijdens dit luisterexperiment telkens groepjes van 3 clicks
te horen. Hiervan zijn er 2 identiek en is er 1 afwijkend. De afwijkende click is te horen op de 2-de of de 3-de plaats. U moet aangeven
welke volgorde u heeft gehoord. De aanbieding is dus ABA of AAB!
Nadat de drie clicks hoorbaar zijn geweest heeft u 2 seconden
de tijd om te antwoorden op het antwoordkastje. U krijgt meteen
daarna het juiste antwoord te zien. Het experiment wordt vooraf
gegaan door een trainingscyclus van 15 stimuli waarna 2 maal 120
stimuli volgen voor het uiteindelijke experiment.
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